
Background:

By publishing the DIMACS Module Series, DIMACS is rraking avail-
able to students, teachers, researchers, and the general public materials pub-
lished to promote interest in, understanding of, application of and further
research in the mathematical sciences, computer science, and related fields.

This publication involves the interests of DIMACS, the arthorts) and
perhaps those employing the author(s), and other parties, such as users of
the materials, libraries, etc .. Consent to publish agreements exist to protect
the interests of the author(s) and the publisher (DIMACS). Copyright law
also attempts to protect the interests of the groups involved in the publi-
cation process. These interests involve recognition and reward for creative
work done by the author(s) of the modules and the publisher (D1MACS) and
access by users to the creative work. A subjective system of "fair use" has
evolved which allows the use and reproduction of materials without specific
permission under controlled circumstances.

Completion of the form below is necessary for publication by the authors
(= Authors below) of a creative work (= MODULE below) in the DIMACS
Modules Series. Note that the agreement requires that the Authors' Copy-
right be transferred to DIMACS.

Consent and Copyright Agreement for publicatio n
of a MODULE in the DIMACS Modules Series

Title of Contribution ("MODULE"):
Centrality and Anticentrality in Trees

Authors:
Mike Ackerman

Sul-Young Choi

Atif Abue@la



1. The Authors agree that DIMACS publish the MODULE.

2. The Authors certify that:

(*) the MODULE has not been published in the past or submitted simul-
taneously to a publisher other than DIMACS;

(*) the MODULE represents the Authors' own work and that proper
credits have been given to an contributors to the work, and tha: the Author
can thereby cede it to DIMACS;

(*) the MODULE does not infringe on someone else's copy-ight or vio-
late any laws.

3. The Authors transfer to DIMACS the copyright for this MODULE.
This gives to DIMACS complete and exclusive rights to publish in any form
(print, electronic, etc.) this MODULE including the right to incorporate
this MODULE or portions of it into other works (including 1ranslations)
anywhere in the World. This transfer will apply for the whole life of the
copyright including any renewals or extensions.

Note: If the Module was written by employees of the United States Gov-
ernment as part of the Authors' work duties, then the work is not subject to
copyright and the copyright transfer aspects of this agreement only do not
apply.

4. The Authors continue to have the right to reproduce this MODULE
in any form for research and educational purposes provided that they, or
others the Authors provide the MODULE to, do not collect income for the
use or reproduction of the MODULE. The Authors also contim: e to be able
to use an or part of this MODULE in the Authors' future works as long
as DIMACS is credited in this form: "This work was published first in the
DIMACS Module Series as (number, year, etc.), published by DIMACS",
and copyright notice be given in all copies of such a future work.

Note: If the Authors have personal web sites they are encouraged to
make the MODULE available to visitors to the web sites but g.ve publica-
tion credit to DIMACS.



5. In the event of a request to reprint or translate this MODULE in whole
or in part by a publisher other than a mathematical sciences or computer sci-
ences professional society, an attempt will be made to inform tl.e Authors.

Date: ~Iv( &i
Names (Please print):

Signatures: ~/
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Note: This form must be signed by the Authors of the Module.

DIMACS
Rutgers University
96 Frelinghuysen Road
Piscataway, NJ 08854-8018
Phone: 732-445-5928
FAJ(: 732-445-5932
center@dimacs.rutgers.edu
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